
Camera Pictures by Alvin Langdon Coburn  (London: The Goupil Gallery. 1913)  

This is the catalogue of an exhibition which took place in the same year as Coburn’s famous Men of 

Mark was published, and all the portraits in that book were on show in the exhibition, as well as 

photogravures of the Grand Canyon, New York From its Pinnacles, and the Yosemite Valley. The catalogue 

advertises two works by Coburn ‘in preparation’ – Ireland (with an Introduction by G. Bernard Shaw) and The 

Grand Canyon: An Adventure: neither work was ever published. 

 

From the archive of the Fintry Trust Library:  

a selection of items by or about Alvin Langdon Coburn  
 

Alvin Langdon Coburn is recognised today as one of the great pioneers of early photography.  Born in 

Boston in 1882, Coburn became a British subject in 1932.  His photographic career largely spans the 

period of his life from 1899 to 1924.  Thereafter he pursued his interests in mysticism and Freemasonry, 

and wrote and lectured extensively.  In the latter part of his life he lived in North Wales.  On his death in 

1966, he bequeathed a substantial part of his personal library to the Fintry Trust. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cubist Poems by Max Weber  

(London: Elkin Mathews, Cork Street. 1914) 

Coburn was a lifelong friend of Max Weber (1881-

1961), American Cubist painter and poet, and gave 

Weber considerable personal and financial 

support in his early years as an artist. Indeed, 

Coburn arranged for Cubist Poems (Weber’s first 

published collection) to be published and wrote 

the Foreword.  The book is ‘dedicated to Alvin 

Langdon Coburn and his Mother’. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Moor Park, Rickmansworth: A Series of Photographs, with an introduction by Lady Ebury  

(London: Chiswick Press, for Elkin Mathews, Cork Street, 1915)  

This book contains twenty mezzogravures of Moor Park, showing both interior scenes and the formal 

gardens. Coburn writes in his autobiography: ‘A little book which I am very happy to have made about 

this time was on Moor Park, the home of Lady Ebury, who was a pupil of mine in photography.  I spent 

many happy days at this fine eighteenth-century house instructing her’.  There is a brief essay on Moor 

Park by Sir William Temple (introduced by Coburn) at the back of the book. 

 

London by Gilbert Keith Chesterton with ten photographs by Alvin Langdon Coburn  

(London: privately printed for Alvin Langdon Coburn and Edmund D. Brooks and their Friends. 1914) 

The illustrations in this book, mezzogravures, show iconic London sights, e.g. the Tower of London, the 

Embankment, Westminster Bridge, St. Paul’s Cathedral.  This book is not to be confused with the larger 

format London (Brentano’s. 1909) with an introduction by Hilaire Belloc and twenty photogravures, 

hand-pulled by Coburn himself. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Book of Harlech by Alvin Langdon Coburn (Harlech: D.H. Parry. 1920)  

This book contains twenty photographs of scenes in and around Harlech, which Coburn first visited in 

1916 and where he built a house after the First World War, living there until 1945.  In his introduction to 

the photographs he describes Harlech as ‘in its way quite unique in its attractions.  Where else do you 

find such a variety of interests?’  

 

More Men of Mark by Alvin Langdon Coburn (London: Duckworth & Co. 1922)  

This is Coburn’s second book of portraits and, like Men of Mark, contains thirty-three pictures, including 

one of the photographer himself.  The subjects are all famous authors, artists and politicians of the 

period, including Thomas Hardy, Ezra Pound, Augustus John, Wyndham Lewis and David Lloyd George.  

In his introduction Coburn describes the circumstances in which he photographed ‘the friends within 

the covers of this work’. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Manchester Reform Club 1871-1921 by William Haslam Mills 

 (Manchester: privately printed by Charles W. Hobson. 1922) 

This book contains five photographs by Coburn of interiors of the club, including the library, the dining 

room and the billiard room.  Members of the club included David Lloyd George, Augustine Birrell and 

C.P. Scott, but not Coburn. 

 

Photography and the Quest of Beauty  

(London: Harrison and Sons. 1924)  

reprinted from the Photographic Journal, 

April 1924 

Coburn delivered this lecture to the Royal 

Photographic Society in 1924, shortly after 

he had joined The Universal Order. It marks 

the beginning of a turning away from 

photography to a life devoted to religious 

mysticism.  In his autobiography Coburn 

wrote: ‘Spiritual concerns are more 

important, and the art of the inner life is 

more vital and significant to the supreme 

and ultimate purpose of the human soul, 

than any other activity. If you compare 

photography and religious mysticism as 

alternatives to which one should devote 

one’s life, can there be any doubt as to 

their respective importance?’ 

 



Happiness  (a serious Comedy, in Three Acts) by Mab-y-Trioedd 

Coburn wrote this play for the Harlech Amateur Dramatic Society under his Bardic name, and also 

produced it.  Set in a small village in North Wales, the characters include a retired solicitor and his wife 

and their three daughters (one a nurse, another an actress), a successful London dramatist and his sister 

(a teacher), the local doctor, the vicar and a suitor with an unexplained past.  The daughters are 

eventually all married, but not without some surprises on the way.  Proceeds went to charity.  It appears 

there was no second performance. 

 

 

 

Fairy Gold A Play for Children by Alvin Langdon Coburn (Mab-y-Trioedd) with music by Granville 

Bantock (Pencerdd-yr-Hebrid) (London: W.Paxton & Co. 1938) 

Subtitled ‘A Play for Children, and Grown-ups who have not grown up’, this play was performed at 

Liverpool College for Girls, Huyton, on 15th, 16th and 18th July 1938.  In his Foreword, Coburn states that 

‘Fairy Gold is a Druidic play not only in its external setting, but also in the ideas which underlie it, and if 

we listen attentively it may open again for us the door of our ancient memory’. There is also an album of 

fifteen photographs by Coburn of the first production, and a newspaper review of the first night. 

 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Presidential Address by Wor. Bro.A. Langdon Coburn P.M., P.Z., 

32˚. Prov. Gd. Senior Deacon (North Wales) (Manchester Association 

for Masonic Research 1941)  

Coburn became President of the Manchester Association for 

Masonic Research in 1941, having joined the Lodge in 1939.  This 

booklet contains Coburn’s Presidential Address entitled The Vital 

and Immortal Principle.  It also contains a description of Coburn’s 

Masonic career thus far, written by Fred L. Pick, outlining his more 

widely-known activities, in different branches of Freemasonry and 

referring to his ‘remarkable achievements’. 

 

Freemasonry and the Ancient Bardic Mysteries by Wor. Bro. A. Langdon Coburn 

30˚ (Gwynedd Lodge No. 5068. 1941)  

Coburn became a Freemason in Mawddach Lodge (Barmouth) in 1919 and ‘with 

keen zest investigated the hidden mysteries of nature and science.  This 

experience introduced me to an inner world of beauty and profundity which has 

been of the greatest satisfaction to me’.  In 1927 Coburn was made an honorary 

Ovate of the Welsh Gorsedd, with the title of Mab-y-Trioedd (Son of the Triads) 

on the proposal of Sir Granville Bantock.  This essay combines two of his deepest 

interests. ‘Few Brethren could be as well fitted to lecture on this particular 

subject’.  (J.L.C. Cecil-Williams in his Introduction) 

 

The Blue Ghost by Edward Steichen  

(New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company. 1947)  

This book by Steichen, at the time Director of the U.S. 

Navy Photographic Institute, is subtitled ‘A 

Photographic Log and Personal Narrative of the 

Aircraft Carrier U.S.S. Lexington in Combat 

Operation’, but the  dedication recalls a time spent 

together in Paris some forty years earlier when both 

Coburn and Steichen were just starting out in their 

careers. Steichen (1879-1973) is considered to have 

taken the first modern fashion photographs, worked 

for Vogue and Vanity Fair and became Director of the 

Department of Photography at the Museum of 

Modern Art in New York. 

 

BBC Broadcasts 

In the archive of the library, there are the texts of four talks 

recorded by Coburn and broadcast by the BBC: ‘Illustrating 

Henry James by Photography’ (July 1953), ‘Two Visits to Mark 

Twain’ (September 1953), ‘Photographing George Meredith’ 

(April 1958), and ‘Musicians in Focus’ (July 1960).  Audio 

recordings of these talks are also in the collection, as well as a 

recording of Coburn reading the talk he gave at the opening of 

an exhibition of his work at the University of Reading in 

January 1962. 

 


